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in French Indo-China through Germany's control of the Govern-
ment at Vichy, while pressure might well be brought to bear on
Batavia through the ruthless use by Germany of her leverage in the
Netherlands, and I feel that one of the most dangerous potentialities
of the alliance is this latter consideration. Adverting to point (6),
effective pressure on Chiang Kai-shek could presumably be brought
to bear only in the event of co-operation by Soviet Russia. With
regard to point (c), the situation is far from clear. A colleague
was yesterday told by the Soviet Ambassador without hesitation
that the terms of the pact had been unknown to him in advance,
but on the other hand speculation as to an eventual Soviet-Japanese
pact of non-aggression is rife.
In strict confidence a Japanese who is known to be sympathetic
to the United States and Great Britain said, after the announcement
of the pact, that the visit of an American naval force to Singapore
would be the most effective counter-move that could be made by the
democracies, and such a step would undoubtedly carry weight in
giving pause to the extremists in Japan. The same purpose might
be served, however, if Great Britain were to announce her willing-
ness to allow vessels of the American Navy to avail themselves of
that base.
Clearly, by the conclusion of this pact, Japan has embarked upon
a tremendous gamble on Great Britain's defeat by Germany. While
talking off the record and informally in a recent meeting with the
Foreign Minister, I expressed the opinion that Japan is headed straight
for the rocks in pursuing her present course ; that whatever may be
the final result of the war in Europe, Japan, by tying up with Germany,
would become merely the tail to a kite ; that Germany, whatever
her promises, could not and would not furnish effective support to
Japan, and that by sacrificing for an economically unsound bloc in
East Asia a free flow of world trade and commerce, the future financial
and economic outlook of this country seemed to me to be Utterly
hopeless. Mr. Matsuoka did not contest my observations but merely
said that all this was a matter of individual view.
Another important event, from my point of view, was the sending
to Washington in September of what I can only call my " green
light" telegram, perhaps the most significant message sent to Wash-
ington in ail the eight years of my mission to Japan. The record
will show in future that up until the fall of the Yonai cabinet in
July, my recommendations have consistently been of the " red light "
variety* advocating not " appeasement" but constructive statesman-
ship through conciliatory methods and the avoidance of coercive
measures. In the face of progressive Japanese depredations against
American rights and interests, especially in China, it had become
more and more difficult to talk of conciliation, yet I knew that out-
right sanctions would set Japanese-American relations on a downward
curve from which they might not be resurrected, and so long as
there was any possibility of setting the pendulum swinging towards
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